DNA repair and the immune system: From V(D)J recombination to aging lymphocytes.
B and T lymphocytes are exposed to various genotoxic stresses during their life, which originate from programmed molecular mechanisms during their development and maturation or are secondary to cellular metabolism during acute phases of cell proliferation and activation during immune responses. How lymphocytes handle these multiple genomic assault has become a focus of interest over the years, perhaps beginning with the identification of the murine scid model in the early 80s when it was recognized that DNA repair deficiencies had profound consequences on the immune system. In this respect, the immune system represents an ideal model to study DNA damage responses (DDR) and the survey of immune deficiency conditions in humans or the development of specific animal models provided many major contributions in our understanding of the various biochemical pathways at play during DDR in general. Although the role of DNA repair in the early phases of B and T cell development has been analyzed thoroughly, the role of these functions in various aspects of the mature immune system (homeostasis, immunological memory, ageing) is less well understood. Lastly, the analysis of DNA repair in the immune system has provided many insights in the more general understanding of cancer.